DEDICATED CONSERVATIONISTS NEEDED

The upcoming primary and general elections should remind us that sound environmental protection laws are an essential part of our conservation program. To maintain such laws, and assure adequate funding of them, we need federal and state legislators who are dedicated conservationists. They must not only oppose outright repeal of environmental protection laws, but also resist the temptation to endorse exemptions or exclusions for pet development projects in their districts. The cumulative effect of exemptions for individual projects or types of projects is disastrous.

Saving our precious and endangered natural environment requires legislators who regard conservation as a priority, not something to be attended to when it is politically convenient. Your vote will help.

The full text of bills and the Legislative Analyst's summary are available on the California Legislature Information website (Click Link Here).

CNPS positions on bills are available at CNPS Legislative Report (Click Link Here). Overview of CNPS Legislation Program (Click Link Here).